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Abstract— Data servers for multimedia applications like News-on-
Demand represent a severe bottleneck, because a potentially (very) high
number of users concurrently retrieve data with high data rates. In the In-
termediate Storage Node Concept (INSTANCE) project, we develop a new
architecture for Media-on-Demand servers that maximizes the number of
concurrent clients a single server can support. Traditional bottlenecks, like
copy operations, multiple copies of the same data element in main memory,
and checksum calculation in communication protocols are avoided by ap-
plying three orthogonal techniques: zero-copy-one-copy memory architec-
ture, network level framing, and integrated error management. In this pa-
per, we describe design, implementation, and evaluation of our integrated
error management mechanism. Our results show that the reuse of parity
information from a RAID system as forward error correction information
in the transport protocol reduces the server workload and enables smooth
playout at the client.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, there has been a tremendous growth in the
use of Internet services. In particular, the world-wide web and
applications like News-on-Demand (NoD) have become very
popular. Thus, the number of users, as well as the amount of
data each user downloads from servers in the Internet, is rapidly
increasing. The usage of multimedia data to represent informa-
tion in a user-friendly way is one important reason for these two
developments. Today, contemporary mid-price personal com-
puters are capable of handling the load that such multimedia ap-
plications impose on the client system. However, the potentially
(very) high number of concurrent users that download data from
NoD, Video-on-Demand, or more generally Media-on-Demand
(MoD), servers represents a generic problem for this kind of
client-server applications. There are two basic orthogonal ap-
proaches for this problem: (1) development of an architecture
for a single server that makes optimal use of a given set of re-
sources, i.e., maximize the number of concurrent clients a single
server can support; and (2) combination of multiple single serv-
ers, e.g., in a server farm or cluster, to scale up the number of
concurrent users.

In the Intermediate Storage Node Concept (INSTANCE) pro-
ject [31], we concentrate on the first approach developing a new
architecture for single servers. This architecture is optimized
to support concurrent users in MoD-like applications retriev-
ing multimedia data from the server. Thus, the task of reading
data from disk and transmitting it through the network to re-
mote clients with minimal overhead is our challenge and aim.
Our target application domain comprises MoD-like applications
in the smaller scale, like MoD for entertainment in hotels or
airplanes, and in the medium scale, like MoD provided by city-
wide cable companies or pay-per-view companies. Whether the
INSTANCE approach is also beneficial for large scale systems
like NoD services from CNN or BBC is subject to further re-
search.

It is a well known fact, that operating systems are not get-

ting faster as fast as hardware [25], and that commodity oper-
ating systems represent today the major performance bottleneck
in MoD servers. The crucial issues that contribute to this situ-
ation include copy operations, context switches, multiple copies
of the same data element in main memory, and checksum calcu-
lation in communication protocols [32].

The key idea of INSTANCE is to avoid the above mentioned
bottlenecks and improve the server performance by combining
the following three orthogonal techniques in a radically new ar-
chitecture [18]:

• Zero-copy-one-copy memory architecture: Memory copy op-
erations have been identified as a bottleneck in high data rate
systems. Several zero-copy architectures removing physical
data copying have been designed to optimize resource usage and
performance using shared memory, page remapping, or a com-
bination of both [32]. These approaches reduce resource con-
sumption of individual clients, but concurrent clients request-
ing the same data require each its own set of resources. Tra-
ditional broadcast or multicast is an easy way of dealing with
per client resource allocation, but startup delay might be a prob-
lem. To minimize the startup delay, a couple of broadcast parti-
tioning schemes are proposed [32]. Still, zero-copy and delay-
minimized broadcasting only reduce the per-data or per-client
resource usage, respectively. To optimize both, we integrate
both mechanisms to have no physical in-memory copy opera-
tions and to have only one shared copy of a data element in
memory.
• Network level framing mechanism: Each time a client re-
trieves data from a server, the data is processed through the com-
munication system protocols executing the same operations on
the same data element several times, i.e., for each client. To re-
duce this workload, we regard the server as an intermediate node
in the network where only the lower layers of the protocol stack
are processed. When new data is sent to the server to be stored
on disk, only the lowest three protocol layers are handled and
the resulting transport protocol packet is stored on disk. When
data is requested by remote clients, the transport level packet is
retrieved from disk, the destination port number and IP address
are filled in, and the checksum is updated (only the new part
for the checksum, i.e., the new addresses, is calculated). Thus,
the end-to-end protocols which perform the most costly opera-
tions in the communication system, especially the transport level
checksum, are almost completely eliminated.
• Integrated error management scheme: When transferring data
from disk in a server through the network to remote clients, the
correctness of the information is checked multiple times, i.e.,
the error management functionality is redundant (see Figure 1).
In INSTANCE, we integrate the error management in a disk ar-
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ray and a forward error correction (FEC) scheme in the com-
munication system. Opposed to the traditional data read from
a redundant array of inexpensive disks (RAID) system where
the parity information is only read when a disk error occurs, we
retrieve also the redundant error recovery data, i.e., making a
RAID level 0 read operation. All data is passed over to the com-
munication system, where the parity information from the RAID
system is re-used as FEC information over the original data (see
Figure 2). Thus, by using the same parity information in both
subsystems, the FEC encoder can be removed from the server
communication system, and both memory and CPU resources
are made available for other tasks.

This paper focuses on design, implementation, and evaluation
of the integrated error management scheme, that enables us to
reduce the server workload and support a faster data corruption
recovery giving the clients a smooth multimedia presentation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we discuss the requirements that have to be fulfilled when suc-
cessfully combining error management in storage and network
system. Section III describes our (experimental) evaluation of
different design alternatives. Our prototype design is described
in Section IV, and results from a performance measurement of
our prototype are presented in Section V. Finally, we summarize
and conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND REQUIREMENTS

To design an integrated error management mechanism, the
recovery scheme must be able to correct both failures occurring
in the storage system and data corruption and losses during a
transmission through the network. In the following subsections,
we describe the different system error models, and we use these
models to present our requirements.

A. Storage System Error Model

The primary medium for long-term on-line storage of data is
the magnetic disk, because it usually is very reliable. Never-

theless, although disk failures are much less frequent than other
system errors, the disk devices themselves may sometimes fail.
For example, the high-end SCSI disk drives from Seagate (Bar-
racuda and Cheetah) [36] have a mean time between failure of
at least 10

6 hours. Furthermore, the disks have one seek error
for every 10

7 − 10
8 bits read, a recoverable error rate of 1 in

10
10 − 10

11 bits read, and an unrecoverable error rate of 1 in
10

14 − 10
15 bits read.

A single disk usually does not provide the requested data rate
retrieving multimedia data for several different streams each re-
quiring a high bandwidth [19]. Hence, performance can be
increased through disk parallelism using techniques like data
striping, and disks combined in an array are often used for
delay sensitive applications on high performance storage serv-
ers. However, as the number of disks increases, the mean time
to failure is also reduced. A variety of disk organizations have
been proposed where the different levels of RAID [14], [26] are
often used to increase reliability and performance.

B. Network Error Model

Transmitting a data element across a network can introduce
errors in the bit stream, and each transmission medium has its
own typical error source [17]. Any signal carried on a trans-
mission medium is affected by attenuation, noise, bandwidth,
and distortion where the amount of bit errors depends on sev-
eral different parameters like the underlying network technology
and the length of the network. Wired networks are today usually
very reliable. For example, the 10BASE-T (Ethernet) allows one
corrupted bit per 10

8 bits transmitted, but typical performance
is 1 in 10

12 or better [1]. 100BASE-T and 1000BASE-T both
perform with less than one erroneous bit in 10

10 [16]. Wireless
networks are more exposed to noise than wired networks, and bit
errors are therefore more common. Some frequencies are more
susceptible to atmospheric disturbances such as rain attenuation,
and mobile receivers may be more vulnerable to distortion and
shadowing, e.g., blockage by buildings. Typical bit error rates



in satellite networks are in the order of 1 error per 10
7 bits trans-

mitted or less [2].
Besides bit errors, whole packets may be lost, e.g., due to

congestion. This is the predominant cause of loss [30]. Unfortu-
nately, there exists no precise knowledge about error occurrence
or error models in the Internet, and only a few measurements
are reported in literature. In [10], 384 Kbps and 1 Mbps MPEG
video is transmitted over the Internet with different packet sizes
using UDP/IP. The average packet loss rates vary between 3%
and 13.5% with greater loss rates during periods of high network
activity, and on average, 1.7% to 15.4% of the packets arrived
out-of-order. Measurements of packet loss transmitting 320 B
audio packets between southern France and London is presented
in [9]. Consecutive losses of up to 30 packets are reported both
for unicast and multicast connections, but the vast majority loss
is one or two consecutive packets. Furthermore, in a study de-
scribed in [40], the packet loss in an MBone multicast network,
transmitting small packets (320 B and 640 B) of audio data, is
measured. On average, most losses occur at the receiver side.
There are a significant amount of both small burst (consecutive)
losses and single, isolated losses. Only a few long bursts, i.e.,
spanning over 100 packets, of congestion loss were observed.

The network error models indicate that different kinds of data
corruption may occur in a client-server based system, and some
receivers will therefore experience packet loss or destruction
during data retrieval from a remote server [30]. Different re-
covery techniques have been developed to more effectively deal
with different sources of errors [21]. For example, noise is of
short duration and should have no lasting effect on error rate.
Hence, error recovery can focus on a small time window. Con-
gestion, on the other hand, may last for an extended time, requir-
ing mechanisms to manage multiple packet losses over a longer
time period.

C. Correction Scheme Requirements

In our design of a cost effective, high performance MoD
server, the integrated recovery scheme must be able to correct
the described data losses in both storage and communication
system. The most obvious and used method of detecting and
restoring corrupted data is to calculate some redundant data over
a group of information frames. Each frame consists of one or
more bits and is referred to as a symbol. The composite message
of information symbols and corresponding parity symbols is re-
ferred to as a codeword. In general, we differentiate between
two kinds of data corruption: erasures, where the location of
the damaged data is known, and errors, in which the position
of the corrupted data is unknown. Thus, we have an erasure if
a disk fails or a packet containing a sequence number is lost,
but a packet damaged by noise changing some bit values is an
error. To summarize, our integrated mechanism for an MoD
server must have the following properties:
1. Error/erasure correcting capability: The coding scheme
must be able to correct both bursts of bit errors and large groups
of erasures. In the network, bit errors occur for example due to
noise (error), and packets are lost due to congestion (erasure).
In the storage system, a disk may fail (erasure). Thus, the strip-
ing units in the RAID system and the network packets in the
communication system are units of recovery, and the correcting
capability of the error management scheme must therefore suit
all kinds of recovery.

2. Decoding throughput (performance): The decoding1 al-
gorithm must be efficient and fast enough to be able to recon-
struct the multimedia data at the client side in time for playout
and still have available resources for other tasks. For example,
an audio stream requires about 16 Kbps for telephony and 1.4
Mbps for CD-quality. A video stream’s requirement ranges from
approximately 1.2 Mbps for MPEG to 20 Mbps for compressed
and more than 1 Gbps for uncompressed HDTV [23]. The cur-
rent MPEG 2 Digital Versatile Disk (DVD) standard has an av-
erage bit rate of 3.5 Mbps, and the maximum bit rate is 9.8 Mbps
[22].
3. Amount of redundant data: The correction information that
is transmitted to the remote client together with the original data
imposes higher throughput needs. Since the throughput require-
ment of multimedia streams is already very high and an enlarged
amount of transmitted data further increases network utilization,
which potentially increases congestion and noise-caused dam-
age, we should find a scheme which minimizes the amount of
redundant information. However, this is a contradictory require-
ment compared to property 1, because the correction capability
depends on the amount of redundant parity information.
4. Applicable within a single file: A traditional RAID system
performs recovery based on stripes regardless of which file the
data belongs to. We want only to transmit the original inform-
ation and the stored parity information of a single file to the
client. Correction schemes which calculate parity information
based on disk setup regardless of which files the disk blocks (or
striping units) belong to are not suitable to serve our purpose.
5. Quality-of-Service (QoS) determined decoding cost: The use
of FEC means that all receivers are forced to receive and de-
code the data stream consisting of application data and redund-
ant data; including those that do not need the improved prob-
ability of an error free connection or better quality of the mul-
timedia playout [15]. We require that the decoding cost should
depend on the application QoS requested by the client and the
QoS provided by the underlying network itself. In particular,
the cost of the decoding function should be negligible in the
following two cases: (1) the network provides already error free
transmission, and (2) a receiver is willing to tolerate errors in the
multimedia data (to reduce the load on other client resources).

III. DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

In order to find a mechanism that meets the above mentioned
requirements, we have evaluated existing techniques for the ap-
plicability in INSTANCE.

A. Existing Recovery Schemes

As we can see from the error models described in Sections
II-A and II-B, different kinds of data destructions and losses oc-
cur in the different subsystems. Distinct mechanisms are there-
fore applied for recovery. There exist several schemes ranging
from single parity calculations using XOR to more complex al-
gorithms like Reed-Solomon (RS) or Convolutional codes [17],
[35]. Following, we describe recovery mechanisms for storage
and communication systems.

1Please note that encoding throughput is less important, because the encod-
ing operation is only done off-line, and the parity information is stored on and
retrieved from disk.



TABLE I

RAID LEVELS.

Parity unit Parity location Recovery capability

Level 0 None None None

Level 1 Mirroring Disk duplicating One disk failure per parity disk

Level 2 Bit Predefined disk One disk failure

Level 3 Bit Predefined disk One disk failure

Level 4 Block Predefined disk One disk failure

Level 5 Block Distributed One disk failure

Level 6 Block Distributed Two disk failures

A.1 Storage System Recovery

To detect errors during an I/O operation, the disk controller at-
taches checksums to each sector derived from the data on the re-
spective blocks. When performing a read operation, the check-
sum is computed again and compared to the stored value. If the
two checksums are different, the controller rereads the requested
data, and if the error continues to appear, the controller will sig-
nal a read failure. Thus, transient errors, e.g., caused by dust on
the head, and seek errors can often be corrected by the control-
ler, but permanent errors, e.g., physically damaged disk blocks,
will cause a data loss if no other error recovery mechanism is
used.

Both performance and reliability can be increased through
disk parallelism in RAID systems, and the applied solution to
restore data if a disk fails is to introduce redundant data for er-
ror recovery. As shown in Table I describing the RAID levels
[14], [26], adding correcting information can be done in several
ways. If the read operation fails, the disk controller first tries
to re-read the disk block, but if the error is permanent, it is cor-
rected with help of the error correction scheme in the particular
RAID level. Since the controller knows which disk failed, the
parity data and the remaining data from the other disks can be
used to determine the bit values of the lost data.

In today’s RAID solutions, XOR correction schemes are usu-
ally applied for reliability, but there are also other schemes pro-
posed for disk arrays in general or as improvements of the RAID
mechanisms. For example, the EVENODD [5] double disk
failure scheme uses a two-dimensional XOR parity calculation
which shows good results both regarding redundant information
overhead and performance. In [19], the problem of designing
erasure-correcting binary linear codes protecting against disk
failures in large arrays is addressed. Several two-dimensional
erasure-correcting solutions capable of correcting multiple disk
failures are presented. RS RAID systems are described in [33]
where m disk failures can be recovered by applying m redund-
ant disks.

A.2 Error Management in Communication Systems

In the communication system, different kinds of data losses
occur depending on the underlying network technology, the
length of the network, etc., and irrespective of the kind of errors
that occur, a mechanism is needed to obtain a copy of the cor-
rect information. The applied data correction mechanism must
be able to correct the occurring damages, and at the same time
fulfill all application requirements, e.g., throughput and latency.
In general, there are two basic approaches to achieve this [4],
[17]: automatic repeat request (ARQ) or FEC.

Usually, ARQ is more efficient, i.e., using a checksum for

error detection followed by a retransmission, because the com-
plexity of FEC algorithms makes the execution of these proced-
ures too slow and expensive. Nevertheless, the attractiveness of
FEC has changed during the past decades. Significant changes
in communication technology for switched networks reducing
the amount of bit errors makes congestion the dominant source
of errors. This enable the use of more efficient codes [21]. Cor-
rection codes are therefore used for data transmission if retrans-
mission is not available or not preferred as described in the fol-
lowing situations:
• Using ARQ as the end-to-end error control scheme in multic-
ast performs poorly, because it does not scale well. The trans-
mitter complexity is proportional to the amount of receivers and
requires a lot of buffer space for potential retransmissions. FEC-
based multicast protocols scale much better, since packet losses
will be handled at the receiver and do not require retransmis-
sions in the multicast tree. Thus, FEC is a good solution for
broadband communications where data is multicast over wide
area networks to a large group of clients [12], [15], [21], [24],
[34].
• For real-time data services, or time sensitive and delay crit-
ical services in general, ARQ is not suitable [3], [12], [20], [23].
The feedback channel overhead and the retransmission latency
are the most important limitations. For example, a retransmitted
video frame may be too old for presentation when arriving at
the client side. Low latency is necessary for applications sup-
porting multimedia playouts or human interactions in which the
delay and delay jitter caused by retransmission will be unaccept-
able. Consequently, FEC may be an appropriate error recov-
ery scheme for time sensitive applications providing reliability
without increasing end-to-end latency.

Several codes have been used for FEC. Convolutional code
[17], [35] with Viterbi decoding has been a de facto standard for
over 30 years, and it is a good scheme for correcting randomly
occurring errors. It is used in many real-world systems [35],
especially in satellites and space communications. RS erasure
(RSE) codes are used in ATM networks and selected broadband
applications [3], [4], [21], [37]. The Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) recently proposed to standardize a new scheme
[29], used for audio data in [7] and video data in [8], where a low
quality copy of the data is sent as redundant data in subsequent
packet(s).

A major difficulty when using FEC is to choose the right
amount of redundant data in changing network condition scen-
arios, and it is usually not sufficient to only consider the mean
packet loss ratio as for example outlined in Section II-B. The
nature of the loss process has an impact on the recovery tech-
nique performance where different users in a multi-user environ-
ment experience different kinds of losses. Furthermore, a FEC
scheme is only able to correct a certain amount of errors. In
scenarios where a higher level of reliability is required, a hy-
brid ARQ scheme [13] might be appropriate combining FEC and
ARQ. Type I hybrid ARQ is like a traditional FEC scheme, but
if data is not recoverable, a retransmission is executed. Type II
hybrid ARQ is like a traditional ARQ scheme, but parity data is
first sent when a retransmission is required, and when data is not
recoverable, the packet itself is retransmitted. Both hybrid ARQ
types are currently not considered for the INSTANCE project,
because they impose higher CPU time and memory demands
onto the server than pure FEC to assure a degree of reliability
that is higher than needed in INSTANCE. However, the suitab-



TABLE II

RS DECODING THROUGHPUT IN MBPS.

no errors max # errors max # erasures

Scheme 1 3.620 1.772 1.394

Scheme 2 0.011 0.008 0.007

ility of these hybrid schemes for INSTANCE in large scale sys-
tems, e.g. NoD over the Internet, is subject to future research.

A.3 Summary of Existing Schemes

The potential of FEC to recover from losses is highly de-
pendent on the loss behavior of the network [4]. Furthermore,
the need of a disk array depends on required storage system
performance and reliability. In our approach, it is necessary
to protect the transmitted data stream against losses by adding
a moderate level of redundancy using some kind of FEC and
to increase performance, reliability, and load balancing of the
disks in the storage system by using a disk array. Thus, an
ARQ scheme is not appropriate, due to retransmission delays
and the impossibility of integrating the mechanisms. The re-
maining solutions then use either an error and erasure correct-
ing code, an erasure correcting code, or a combined error de-
tection and erasure correction code. These three techniques are
further evaluated by looking at reported studies of several avail-
able codes with appropriate correcting capabilities and by using
Quantify (a software monitor) estimating the amount of needed
CPU cycles on a 167 MHz Sun UltraSparc1.

B. Error and Erasure Correcting Codes

A straight forward solution is to use a correction code which
corrects both errors and erasures. However, our experiments
with these types of codes show that they do not meet our re-
quirement number 1. Table II shows the measured throughput
using an RS code. We introduced different amounts of losses
and corruption, and we tested different code configurations able
to restore the codeword if up to 12.5 % of the data is corrupted:
(scheme 1) 1 B symbol, 255 symbols codeword and (scheme 2)
2 B symbol, 65535 symbols codeword. The main conclusion is
that this code is inappropriate. Using a large codeword, the per-
formance is the main bottleneck. Depending on the amount of
damaged data and available CPU resources, the best data rate the
code can deliver is 0.01 Mbps, i.e., no data is damaged. Using
a small codeword, performance is still a problem where a data
rate of 3.62 Mbps can be achieved during an error-free transmis-
sion, but due to the small codeword, a complex data interleaving
must be introduced to scatter the codeword symbols. This is
necessary to correct all the possible errors, because the amount
of loss may exceed the small codeword size. Nevertheless, it
gives an additional reorganization cost at the client side gather-
ing the codeword symbols for decoding. As the results show,
the decoding overhead is substantial irrespective of the amount
of corrupted or lost data. Since we do not know whether there
has occurred an error, we have to check and possibly correct the
codeword. Furthermore, we have to send more redundant data
in order to both detect and correct an unknown error.

C. Erasure Correcting Codes

Conventional FEC schemes like RS have a uniform error cor-
rection capability which can result in poor bandwidth utilization
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Fig. 3. Cauchy-based RSE decoding.

due to a complex algebraic decoding operation, and since we
do not know whether the data is damaged or not, the decoding
function must be run every time. Furthermore, as the bit error
rate has dropped in wired networks, the packet loss rate due to
random bit errors has been assumed negligible. Thus, conges-
tion losses are often the dominant form of data loss, and the
network can then be modeled as a well-behaved erasure channel
where the unit of loss is a packet. Thus, by only using erasure
correction, the recovery can be greatly simplified [3], and the
correcting power can be approximately doubled [4].

Several erasure correcting schemes are developed, but not all
are appropriate for our purpose. The traditional XOR based re-
covery of a stripe in a RAID system is not suitable, because of
the missing ability to correct several random losses in the net-
work. The idea of multi-dimensional parity calculations used
in some disk array configurations to correct more than one disk
failure, like RAID level 6 and as proposed in [5], [19], are not
usable since the parity information corrects disk blocks span-
ning several different files, i.e., contradictory to requirement
number 4. Moreover, the IETF scheme [29], using a low qual-
ity copy of the data for error recovery, is not suitable for our
purposes, because it cannot handle disk failure and fails to meet
requirement number 1.

RSE codes have the required capability to correct random
packet losses in our scenario. Different implementations exist
and are based on for example Cauchy matrices [6] and Vander-
monde matrices [34] over finite fields. Since the Cauchy-based
code is reported faster than the Vandermonde-based code [12],
we have evaluated this code in the same way as the RS code
above. This code is also more flexible with regard to choosing
codeword and symbol size, so we were able to perform tests on
more configurations of the code. The decoding performance in a
worst-case loss scenario, i.e., 32 randomly selected packets out
of 256 packets are lost, is illustrated in Figure 3. As the figure
shows, the decoding throughput increases with the symbol size,
but unfortunately, so does the experienced startup delay. Fur-
thermore, the encoding times are approximately constant, but
the decoding times may vary, i.e., increasing with the number of
redundant symbols that are needed [6]. However, our measure-
ments show that this code can give an adequate performance by
choosing an appropriate codeword and symbol size.

Nevertheless, bit errors will also be a source of loss in fu-
ture networks, especially in wireless networks. The above RSE
codes are not able to correct unknown errors, and the received
data may therefore have undetected and unrecovered errors.
Hence, a solution may be to integrate different schemes which
we look at in the next subsection.



D. Combined Codes

Possible solutions can be based on the fact that congestion
(packet) loss is the dominant data corruption source. Therefore,
a combination of the erasure correcting scheme described above
with some kind of error correction or detection scheme can be
used.

When combining the erasure code with an error correcting
code, a fast, efficient inner error correcting code is first applied
within each packet to correct bit errors introduced by noise.
Then an outer erasure correcting scheme is used on a larger
information block spanning several packets capable to correct
packet losses. If an error is detected which cannot be correc-
ted by the inner mechanism, or the packet is lost, the symbol
represented in this packet is marked as an erasure where the
outer recovery scheme is responsible for restoring the original
data block. In such an integrated recovery mechanism, the outer
erasure correcting scheme will work as the storage system re-
covery mechanism and correct failures due to bad disk blocks or
disk crashes.

This scheme is able to correct the types of data corruption
which we address in our scenario, but we introduce even more
redundant data, and performance might still be a problem. How-
ever, as packet loss is the dominant source of data damage, we
can replace the error correction scheme with a less CPU intens-
ive error detection code. Thus, if an error is detected, the packet
is only marked damaged and corrected by the outer erasure code.
This approach seems to be the best solution, and in the next sec-
tion, we show how it is realized in our prototype design.

IV. PROTOTYPE DESIGN

Based on the results from our evaluation of some of the exist-
ing codes, we present our MoD server prototype, which is im-
plemented in NetBSD, and especially the integrated error man-
agement mechanism. Since retransmissions are not suitable for
our purposes, we use UDP as the transport level protocol. For
data loss and corruption recovery, we use a combination of an
outer Cauchy-based RSE correcting code and an inner error de-
tecting code. To avoid introducing extra overhead and redundant
data, we use the UDP checksum [11], which is calculated by di-
viding the whole packet, including header and pseudo header, in
16-bit blocks and adding each block using 1’s complement sum,
for error detection. Thus, if the UDP protocol finds a bit error in
the received packet by re-calculating the checksum at the client
side, it is marked as a lost packet and then corrected by the outer
erasure code.

Our three techniques to improve performance in an MoD
server can be used alone or combined in a system. The memory
architecture has no direct implications on the integrated recov-
ery scheme, but since we use the UDP checksum for error de-
tection, the network level framing design is closely integrated
with the recovery scheme. Hence, in the next subsections, we
first describe the relation between the integrated error manage-
ment scheme and network level framing. Then, we analyze the
impact of the crucial parameters codeword size, symbol (and
packet) size, and disk block size on the system performance and
its recovery capability. In our current prototype, we actually use
a single disk system and simulate a disk array of eight disks,
i.e., seven information disks and one parity disk. However, the
disk configuration has no effect on the resulting encoding and
decoding performance and memory usage.
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A. Integrated Error Management and Network Level Framing

To preprocess data through the UDP layer and store packets
on disk, we split the traditional udp output procedure [39]
into two distinct functions: (1) udp PreOut, where the UDP
header is generated, the checksum is calculated, and the packet
is written to disk, and (2) udp QuickOut, in which the re-
maining fields are filled in and the checksum is updated with the
checksum difference of the new header fields.

As depicted in Figure 4, write operations are done à la RAID
level 4/5 where the information data is used to generate a set of
redundant parity data for recovery, i.e., using the Cauchy-based
RSE code. Each of the codeword symbols are then processed
throughudp PreOut to prefabricate and store the UDP packet,
i.e., the output of CPU intensive operations like the checksum
calculation is stored in the packet header. Finally, to optimize
storage system performance, several codeword symbols are con-
catenated to form a disk block, and the newly formed blocks are
written to disk.

To reuse the stored parity data for FEC in the communication
system, read operations are performed in a RAID level 0 fashion
as sketched in Figure 5. The whole UDP packet is retrieved from
disk containing either media data or parity data and processed
through the udp QuickOut where only a quick assembly of
the packet is performed. Consequently, the server side UDP
protocol operations are reduced to a minimum at transmission
time (see Section IV-E).

information data

redundant data

UDP header

UDP payload

IP header

UDP-QuickOut

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

IP

Fig. 5. Retrieving data from disk.



B. Codeword Configuration

The codeword should be stored in one or more whole stripes,
i.e., codeword size = stripe size × n, n ∈ Z

+, to avoid having
data from more than one file within a codeword and to avoid
fragmentation due to leaving some of the disk stripes empty. In
our prototype approach, we use a codeword consisting of 256
symbols of which 32 symbols are redundant symbols. Thus,
the codeword symbols are easily distributed among the striping
units without any fragmentation. We can recover from one disk
failure, and the code corrects most of the errors in the network,
i.e., we can lose any 32 out of 256 packets which covers most of
the network errors occurring in the packet loss reports described
earlier.

C. Symbol Size

The size of the codeword symbol has impact on the decoding
performance. Decoding throughput and additional introduced
startup delay due to decoding is dependent on the codeword con-
figuration, the symbol size, and the available CPU resources. To
find suitable symbol size values, we use the worst-case evalu-
ation results (see Section III-C) to see the behavior of the code
according to the symbol size. Figure 3A shows that the through-
put increases with larger symbol sizes. If we use symbol sizes
equal or larger than 1 KB, the client system will be able to de-
code streams with data rates of 6 Mbps and more. However, in-
creasing throughput by using larger symbol sizes also increases
the startup delay (see Figure 3B), because there is more data
to decode per codeword. Therefore, to reduce the experienced
startup delay, we do not use symbol sizes larger than 8 KB. This
corresponds to a decoding delay of 2 seconds or less.

D. Disk Block Size

In the storage system, the performance of an I/O operation is
highly dependent on the disk characteristics. The disk through-
put is dependent on the disk arm movement speed (seek time),
the spindle speed (rotational latency and data transfer speed), the
size of the transfer request, the scheduling of the requests, etc.
Data is retrieved from disk in blocks which consist of multiple
disk blocks (usually of 512 B each), and a striping unit in a disk
array may similarly consist of a configurable number of disk
blocks. Different applications may use different storage systems
where striping units of varying sizes can be applied, i.e., sizes up
to 64 KB are suggested for multimedia data whereas traditional
systems usually use sizes of 4 KB or 8 KB.

Disk seeking and rotation latencies are main bottlenecks in
disk I/O operations. Therefore, the larger the amount of data
read per operation, the higher the throughput. In other words, in-
creasing disk block size increases performance. However, some
operating systems have an upper limit of the disk block size.
Thus, in the full implementation of our server, we will use a
block size, depending on the symbol size, of 32 KB (1 KB sym-
bols) or 64 KB (2 KB, 4 KB, or 8 KB symbols). Nevertheless,
it is important to note that in the performance evaluation below,
the disk block size will not affect the evaluated code perform-
ance.

E. Precalculated Checksum

Before storing data in the RAID system, we process the data
through the udp PreOut function to generate UDP packets
with (precalculated) checksums (see Figure 4). Originally, the

32-bit source IP address

32-bit destination IP address

16-bit UDP length

16-bit UDP checksum

16-bit destination port number

16-bit UDP length

16-bit source port number

8-bit protocolzero

0 15  16 31

}
}

data

UDP
pseudo-
header

UDP
header

precalculated
checksum field

checksum has
to be updated

Fig. 6. Pseudo header, UDP header, and data used for checksum computation.

UDP checksum is calculated over the three areas displayed in
Figure 6: a 12 B pseudo header containing fields from the IP
header, the 8 B UDP header, and the UDP data [39]. To use the
prefabricated packet for transmission from server to client, we
have to fill in the corresponding, i.e., future, source and destin-
ation IP addresses and port numbers. However, most of these
values are unknown when storing the data. The source IP ad-
dress will be the server’s IP address, but the source port number
will be allocated dynamically at transmission time and the cli-
ent’s destination IP number and destination port number are also
unknown. Therefore, these unknown fields are initialized with
zero before the checksum is calculated from the modified UDP
sender.

In order to transmit data from server to clients, the pre-
fabricated UDP packets are read from disk and then pro-
cessed through the communication protocols UDP/IP, but using
udp QuickOut instead of the traditional udp output at the
transport layer. In udp QuickOut, only the following four
steps are performed: (1) the missing values, i.e., source port
number, destination port number, and destination IP address, are
filled in the appropriate fields of the UDP packet, (2) a check-
sum over these three fields is calculated, (3) the value of the
UDP checksum field is updated by adding the checksum of the
three new field values to the precalculated UDP checksum, and
(4) the UDP packet is handed over to the IP protocol.

The gain of the checksum precomputation depends on the
packet size. In our scenario using four packet sizes of 1 KB,
2 KB, 4 KB, and 8 KB, updating only the source port (16 bit),
destination port (16 bit), and destination IP address (32 bit), the
on-line checksum procedure is executed over only 0.77 %, 0.39
%, 0.19 %, and 0.10 % of UDP data, respectively. This should
again result in a throughput improvement similar2 to the differ-
ence between the UDP measurements with and without check-
sum described below in Table III.

F. Prototype Configuration Summary

We have chosen and tested four different schemes using a
correcting code with a codeword consisting of 224 information
symbols and 32 parity symbols and where the symbol size is
varied among 1 KB, 2 KB, 4 KB, and 8 KB. As depicted in Fig-
ure 4, we gather several symbols in one striping unit of 32 KB
or 64 KB. In the next section, we present the performance meas-
urements of our integrated recovery scheme using the Cauchy-

2It will not be exactly the same, because we still have to update the checksum.
The checksum is not completely removed, but only reduced to a minimum.



based RSE code for storage recovery and FEC in the commu-
nication system.

V. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

To analyze the performance of our prototype, we have de-
signed a simple benchmark application in which we transfer a
225 MB file with 6 Mbps between the server process and the
client process. A worst-case evaluation is made by introdu-
cing during transmission a maximum amount of errors within
the correcting limits of the code, i.e., 32 out of 256 packets are
damaged or lost. To test different server and client hardware,
we have run our experiments on six different machines, i.e.,
three running as multi-user servers (A-C) and seven as “stand-
alone” client machines (D-J): (A) Sun UltraSparc1 167 MHz,
Solaris, (B) Sun Enterprise 450 (Ultra 4) 300 MHz, Solaris,
(C) Dell PowerEdge 6300 500 MHz, Linux, (D) Dell Inspiron
7000 400 MHz, Linux, (E) Cinet PPI-600 350 MHz, Linux, (F)
Tech Pentium 166 MHz, Linux, (G) Tech AMD K7 700MHz,
Red Hat Linux, (H) Cinet PPI-600 350 MHz, NetBSD, (I) Dell
Inspiron 7000 400 MHz, NetBSD, and (J) Cinet PPI-600 350
MHz, OpenBSD.

A. Server Side

The server side performance gain, integrating the error man-
agement mechanisms and reading the parity data from disk, is
substantial. Storing and retrieving parity data from disk require
neither extra storage space (compared to traditional RAID sys-
tems where one disk is already allocated for parity data) nor ex-
tra time for data retrieval (as the recovery disk is read in parallel
with the original information data). Since we use FEC, there
is no overhead managing retransmissions, and since the parity
data is pre-calculated, all the encoding operations are omitted.
This means that encoding performance is not a bottleneck, and
the number of concurrent users retrieving data from the multi-
media storage server is limited by the performance of the sys-
tem components, e.g., bus, host-network interface, and disk I/O
throughput. For example, on machine A, the measured encod-
ing throughput is, of course highly dependent of available CPU
resources, about 11.2 Mbps for all our evaluated schemes (us-
ing symbols of 1 KB, 2 KB, 4 KB, and 8 KB). This means
that if encoding operations were to be done by the communica-
tion system, less than two 6 Mbps streams could be transmitted
concurrently assuming that encoding performance is the bottle-
neck. Furthermore, Table III shows the maximum throughput
measured in a gigabit environment, using netperf, between two
machines using 32 KB send and receive buffers, a 1 Gbps net-
work, a 350 MHz processor, and running OpenBSD 2.6-current
(machine J). The measured FEC encoding throughput on this
machine is about 16.4 Mbps, 17.6 Mbps, 16.2 Mbps, 15.0 Mbps
respectively for our four different schemes. Thus, performing
the encoding operations on the server side would greatly reduce
the maximum throughput. The only overhead on the server side
in our approach is 12.5% of increased buffer space and band-
width requirement to hold the redundant data in memory and
transmit it over the buses and the network.

B. Client Side

By reconstructing the lost data at the client side rather than
having a retransmission, the clients may experience a better data
presentation at the cost of increased memory and CPU usage.

TABLE III

MAXIMUM MEASURED THROUGHPUT IN MBPS ON MACHINE J.

UDP TCP FEC

Packet size without checksum with checksum encoding

4 KB ∼420 ∼385 ∼200 ∼16

8 KB ∼450 ∼405 ∼210 ∼15

TABLE IV

MEASURED AVERAGE DECODING THROUGHPUT IN MBPS.

Symbol Machine
size A B C D E F G H I J

1 KB 6.02 9.99 8.16 10.03 8.96 3.18 17.10 10.35 10.62 14.87

2 KB 6.51 10.71 7.43 9.27 9.22 3.31 17.40 10.71 10.05 16.28

4 KB 6.36 10.55 6.51 9.48 9.05 3.38 16.67 10.37 10.52 14.85

8 KB 6.20 10.49 6.47 9.59 8.89 3.25 16.53 10.12 10.66 14.22

The different configurations using symbol sizes of 1 KB, 2 KB,
4 KB, and 8 KB have a memory requirement of approximately 2
MB, 3 MB, 5 MB, and 9 MB, respectively. Thus, if the amount
of physical memory available is less, the decoding throughput
decreases due to data paging, but this will usually not be a bot-
tleneck today.

The average decoding3 performance on our different ma-
chines is displayed in Table IV where most of our experiments
show that a 6 Mbps data stream, with maximum data loss, can
be recovered in time at the client side, i.e., using similar hard-
ware as in our machines. However, the 166 MHz machine F is
not able to support a higher data rate than about 3 Mbps which
indicates some minimum hardware requirements depending on
the supported data rate.

Our measurements show that the decoding throughput varies
over time according to available CPU time. According to Table
IV, there are no large performance differences varying the sym-
bol size between 1 KB and 8 KB, and all these configurations
are adequate regarding throughput. The server machines share
the CPU between several processes and users, and consequently,
more variance is experienced in the throughput compared to the
“stand-alone” machines. In general, there is a larger variance
using a small symbol size in all our measurements. This is due
to the size of each operation. Context switches and interrupts
occurring during a decoding operation will constitute more of
the total time per operation for small symbol sizes, and if they
do not occur, correspondingly less amount of time is used per
operation. Thus, smaller symbol sizes give a greater variation
than larger symbols.

Table V shows the experienced startup decoding delays in our
experiment. Due to the decoding cost, the client might experi-
ence an increased startup delay ranging from about 0.2 seconds
to about 4.5 seconds (if a maximum amount of errors occurs)
depending on the processor speed and the block size used. The
delay increases with the size of the symbol, and since there are
no large differences in throughput of the evaluated schemes, a
symbol size of 1 KB or 2 KB is appropriate.

Finally, as there usually is some variance in the accessibility
of the processor (unless some kind of reservation-based schedul-
ing is provided), and thus in the decoding throughput, some

3The encoding throughput (and delay) is approximately the same as the de-
coding throughput (and delay). Therefore, it is not presented here due to space
limitations.



TABLE V

MEASURED AVERAGE STARTUP DELAY IN SECONDS.

Symbol Machine
size A B C D E F G H I J

1 KB 0.30 0.18 0.14 0.18 0.20 0.58 0.11 0.18 0.17 0.12

2 KB 0.56 0.33 0.49 0.40 0.39 1.11 0.21 0.34 0.36 0.22

4 KB 1.16 0.69 1.11 0.82 0.85 2.16 0.44 0.71 0.70 0.49

8 KB 2.45 1.47 2.25 1.54 1.63 4.50 0.95 1.45 1.38 1.04

client-side buffering should be provided. Nevertheless, despite
all the overhead introduced on the client side, the recovery can
be made in time assuming client hardware similar to the ma-
chines we used in our experiments. Thus, using our integrated
error management mechanism, the server workload is greatly
reduced, and the clients experience a smoother data playout, be-
cause no latency is introduced due to retransmissions.

C. High Loss Rates, Congestion, and Bandwidth Utilization

The main concern in this paper is the integrated storage
and communication system error recovery mechanism in IN-
STANCE, and its usage in small and medium scale applications
like hotels and city-wide pay-per-view entertainment. In this
context, local area and metropolitan area networks are typically
used for data transmission. Both network technologies are char-
acterized by low error rates and large bandwidths. Thus, our
error model assumption (Section II-B) is appropriate in our ap-
plication scenario.

Obviously, in the context of the Internet, i.e., large scale sys-
tems, there are scenarios where our assumption might not be
fulfilled where the loss rates might be too high, bursts of losses
due to congestion might be too large, and bandwidth can be a
scarce resource. How the INSTANCE principles apply in the
presence of such error models is subject to ongoing and future
work. In this subsection, we only give a brief discussion of pos-
sible solutions/approaches:
• Parity data adaptation: in an “error free” environment we
may choose not to transmit the parity data, and thus, the prob-
ability of congestion is reduced.
• Rate adaptation: if the network workload reaches its capa-
city, increasing the probability of congestion, we start transmit-
ting a lower quality and/or lower frame rate version of the data
reducing the data rate of the transmission. In our case, with
pre-generated transport level packets, this means that the data is
stored on disk several times in different qualities.
• Loss concealment: the loss can be hidden from the receiver
by some sort of reproduction of the lost data as for example de-
scribed in [30]. This can for example be done by simply copying
the previous data element or by interpolation using the surround-
ing data to produce a replacement for the lost packet(s).
The problem of insufficient bandwidth and congestion might be
solved/reduced by applying the two types of adaptation, and if
unrecoverable errors occur, loss concealment can be used to re-
pair the damaged stream. However, some losses are in most
cases tolerable in multimedia applications. Therefore, those ap-
plications that need full reliability have to use TCP or another
reliable transport protocol anyway.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The INSTANCE server architecture is based on three or-
thogonal techniques: zero-copy-one-copy memory architecture,

network level framing, and integrated error management. In this
paper, we presented our design, implementation, and evaluation
of the integrated error management. In particular, we described
how error management mechanisms in storage and communic-
ation system can be integrated and which basic requirements
have to be fulfilled in such a solution. Furthermore, we eval-
uated different design alternatives, described our prototype im-
plementation, and evaluated the integrated error management in
our prototype.

Our results show that the server workload is significantly re-
duced by the INSTANCE integrated error management, and a
comparison of different schemes is presented in Table VI. In
the error recovery enabled solutions, only our approach is suit-
able, because the server workload is reduced to a minimum, i.e.,
no retransmissions must be handled, no parity encoding opera-
tions are performed, and the checksum calculation operation is
reduced to a minimum. UDP combined with FEC is useless for
an MoD application due to the encoding overhead. ARQ-based
transport protocols, like TCP, are suited for reliable point-to-
point channels, but in case of point-to-multipoint connections,
the overhead managing reliability will be too expensive for the
server. These protocols are resource intensive and may cause
high delay variations due to retransmissions. Furthermore, er-
ror recovery disabled solutions could be used, but in case of a
loss, the end-user’s playout quality is degraded. Thus, the IN-
STANCE scheme requires less crucial resources, i.e., memory,
CPU, and bandwidth at the server, scales well for large multic-
ast groups, and does not introduce delay variations, i.e., makes
a smooth presentation at the client easier. In other words, more
concurrent users can be supported by a single INSTANCE server
with the same or better quality than in traditional server imple-
mentations.

It is worthwhile to note that our prototype is based on FEC
schemes that are available as public domain software. There
exist several faster correcting codes, e.g., the Tornado code [12],
[20], that are commercially distributed and were not available
for evaluation in our prototype. Obviously, these codes promise
even higher performance improvements for the integrated error
management in INSTANCE.

The design of the other two INSTANCE techniques, i.e., zero-
copy-one-copy memory architecture and network level framing,
is finished. Our ongoing work in INSTANCE is concerned with
the implementation of these two techniques in our prototype.
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